
Torglesnarf Duncleton Print and Play Rules v1.0
Thank you for downloading this P&P! The Kickstarter for The Red 
Dragon Inn 6: Villians is live until December 15th 2016! You can 
catch up on all the excitement (and pledge for a reward copy while 
you’re at it) at the QR code to the left. The following rules are for 
playtesting the RDI6 character Torglesnarf Duncleton. To play this 
character you will need the 40 card character deck (attached to 
these rules)

If you have any feedback for the character, please let us know at 
what you think about him on the BGG forums!

Torglesnarf Duncleton is the king of being in over his head. He isn’t 
particularly menacing or clever, but fortunately enough he employs 
a number of mercenaries who are happy to compensate for these 
short comings.

Setup: At the start of the game, Torglesnarf adds 2 bonus Gold to 
his stash (i.e. in a 4 player game Torglesnarf starts with 12 Gold).

Minion: Torglesnarf has two Minions in his deck, Krol the Cup-bear-
er and Brix the Enforcer. Minions are secial action cards that stay in 
play and provide repeated benefits during specific phases of Tor-
glesnarf’s turn. When Torglesnarf plays a Minion, and it hasn’t been 
negated, he MUST pay 1 Gold to the Inn (a hiring fee).

A player may cause a minion to lose fortitude if their Action card 
deals Fortitude Damage. Minions are also “hit” by effects that tar-
get multiple players (i.e. Sera can pick Torglesnarf and both of his 
minions when she plays “You get a knife, and you get a knife, and 
you get a knife...”). Events can also “hit” a Minion (i.e. Barroom 
Brawl). NOTE: Minions count as the alignment of their owner (Villain 
in Torglesnaf’s case).

If a minion is “hit”, Torglesnarf must pay 1 Gold to the Inn to keep it 
in play. Regardless of how big the “hit” was, this only costs 1 Gold.

If both Torglesnarf and his Minions would lose Fortitude at the same 
time, Torglesnarf loses Fortitude first, and then the Minions do in the 
order of his choosing.

Paying Gold and a World of Options: Many of Torglesnarf’s cards 
have “or” effects. When you play one of these cards, you MUST 
declare which effect you are using before other players decide to use 
Sometimes or Anytime cards in response.

https://goo.gl/blo1Q2

Scan this QR Code to 
see the campaign!










